Research Seminar: The study of well-being and happiness
Lecturer: Moshe Talmon, Ph.D
Mail: Talmon@moshetalmon.com
Office hours: by appointment
Seminar goals:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Critical review of the main subjects researched in the field of well-being and happiness
Summary and presentation of leading researchers and their key publications.
Independent, qualitative study of your own subjective experience of well-being.
Final independent research paper (theoretical, quantitative or qualitative).

Tasks, grades and deadlines:
1. Research paper on a selected topic in the study of well-being.
The paper is 50% of the seminar grade. The paper should be at least 15 pages long in double
space. The deadline for the paper is three months after the end of the academic year by
October 15th, 2019. Those of you who takes the seminar as a course should submit the final
paper by July 1st, 2019.
You may choose to do quantitative, qualitative or theoretical paper. The research paper can be a
“sample” study using few subjects (N) and simple basic statistics like frequency, averages or
basic correlations. Qualitative study may be ethno-biographical and based on the narrative of
your own experience and/or few others. A theoretical paper may be based on extensive
literature review of a focused subject or comparing two different approaches/theories/religions
to well-being and happiness.
2. Presentation of 3 selected research papers or a book chapters to the class including your critical
thinking about it during a class discussion. Dates of presentation will be set during the first class.
They count as 10% of your grade.
3. Three (out of 4 options) short accounts of a qualitative, experiential, subjective experiments in
well-being and happiness. Summarized in free style writing of 2-3 pages. The count as 40% of
your grade. The deadlines are: March 27th for the first paper, May 10th for the second paper and
June 10th for the third paper.
The subjects of the personal accounts are (you may take three out of the four options):
a. Spiritual Happiness: is often experienced via appreciative Inquiry of your universe, your
significant other and self and our ability to express our gratitude and bless our being alive in
the here and now. Find at least three things you can appreciate, thank or bless in each day.
Share them with yourself and/or significant other.
b. Being & doing in time: Most of our days consist of many repeated habits. Here we will Study
few of good habits/rituals. Pick one (or few) that you already have and you consider to be
good or healthy for you. How you keep them? Do you still enjoy, notice or fully present
when you do it? Pick new one you wish to adopt. Make sure is simple, can be kept daily and
easy enough to adopt and follow through for three weeks.
c. Human strengths:

We all tend to identify and criticize our short comings. Identify your three core strengths (Three
characters of yourself that you see as positive). You may do it by filling the VIA strength
questionnaire at viame.org or via character and/or by self-search) and try to describe their
significance for you and how they express themselves in your daily life (or how they might have
expressed in your future), in your friendships, love, school, your work, etc
D. forgiveness:
We all have been hurt, disappointed or even betrayed by others. Choose a person or an
event you want to leave behind you so you don't get stacked with negative feelings.
Remember that forgiveness is not justifying what did happened, but a way for us to free
ourselves and move on with our lives. You forgive for yourself and for your own goodness
and therefore, you don't have to send that letter. You may choose to forgive yourself as
well. Do not try to forgive in cases you wish to keep your justified anger or sense of
.
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